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Abstract

Clinical guidelines aim at improving the quality of care processes based on evidence-based insights. However,

there may be good reasons to deviate from such guidelines or the guidelines may provide insufficient support

as they are not tailored towards a particular setting (e.g., hospital policy or patient group characteristics).

Therefore, we propose an approach to mediate between event data reflecting the clinical reality and clinical

guidelines describing best-practices in medicine. Concretely, we repair and enrich declarative process models

based on event logs. Initial models based on clinical guidelines are improved by observing the real process.

Declarative models are used as they allow for more flexibility. Process mining techniques are used to check

conformance, analyze deviations, and enrich models with conformance-related diagnostics. The approach has

been applied in the urology department of the Isala hospital in the Netherlands. The results demonstrate

that the approach is feasible and that our toolset based on ProM and Declare is indeed able to provide

valuable insights related to process conformance.
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1. Introduction

Healthcare processes can be classified either as medical treatment processes – concerning diagnostic and

therapeutic activities performed to treat a patient – or as generic organizational processes – more related

to administrative aspects [1]. The latter are generally handled according to well-established procedures;

conversely, medical treatment processes must be flexible enough to be adapted to the variability of the

healthcare environment and to the doctors’ freedom in their execution. Medical treatment processes are

universally performed according to clinical guidelines, thus translating the evidence-based insights into

actions [2, 3] that have proven to be effective [4].
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Guidelines are expected to be followed as they formalize the best practices [2]. Nonetheless, it is often

observed, by monitoring process executions, that a ’gap’ exists between these recommendations and the

actual clinical practice [5, 6, 3], i.e., there are differences between the executed activities and the activities

recommended in the guidelines.

Therefore, a crucial challenge for the healthcare management sector is to address the gap between the

actual clinical processes and the recommendations given in guidelines. There is an urgent need for methods

that

• can measure the adherence of the actual process behavior with respect to the expected behavior,

• pinpoint where deviations happen most frequently,

• produce results that can easily be understood by doctors to highlight the most common causes of the

identified deviations.

This is the realm of process mining (see [7] for examples), which emerged a little over a decade ago. Process

mining aims at extracting process knowledge from event logs. These logs may originate from different types

of systems such as generic enterprise information systems as well as from Hospital Information Systems

(HIS). Typically, event logs contain information about the start/completion of process tasks together with

related context data (e.g., actors and resources) and timestamps.

In a relatively short timespan, process mining has proven to be capable of providing deep insight into

process-related problems that contemporary institutions face, including hospitals. Through the application

of process mining, institutions can discover the processes as they are conducted in reality, check whether

certain practices and regulations were really followed and gain insight into bottlenecks, resource utilization,

and other performance-related aspects of processes.

Most of the process mining techniques, both for process discovery and checking the conformance to

regulations, rely on the idea that processes are described by procedural languages where the completion

of a task may enable the execution of other tasks. While such a high degree of support and guidance is

certainly an advantage when processes are repeatedly executed in the same way, in healthcare settings, this

is considered to be too restrictive.

As illustrated, e.g., in Rebuge et el. [8], medical treatment processes are, in fact, highly dynamic, highly

complex, increasingly multidisciplinary and often ad hoc. Moreover, due to the complexity of the environment

in which they are executed, they usually involve several variables that can be handled differently depending

on the specific patient being treated [9]. Therefore, these process models need to provide more freedom and

should not restrict users in taking appropriate actions. As suggested by Mulyar et al. [10], declarative process

modeling languages provide more flexibility with respect to imperative languages when describing process

behavior. Imperative languages can lead to unreadable and complex models in turbulent and variable
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environments. Conversely, declarative languages do not model the allowed behavior, but rather what is

disallowed. In this way, they offer more possibilities for executions since everything is allowed unless explicitly

forbidden [11]. This is achieved by representing the process as a set of rules so that it can be executed in

all possible ways as long as these rules are respected.

In this paper, we present a methodology for analyzing medical treatment processes based on declarative

languages and process mining techniques. The aim of this methodology is to investigate the discrepancies

between expected and actual process behaviors of clinical processes. The identification of these discrepancies

can be used to adapt the expected process behavior to the current practice or to find information about how

the actual process execution can be modified to better fit the expected behavior. In order to demonstrate the

applicability of our methodology, we show how the declarative modeling language Declare1 and the process

mining tool ProM 2 can be used for acquiring insights about processes handled in the urology department

of the Isala hospital. The hospital is one of the top-clinical hospitals in the Netherlands treating more than

half a million patients per year distributed over five locations in and around Zwolle.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 motivates the work and compares it with the state of the

art. The proposed methodology is described in Section 3. Section 4 shows how recently developed plug-ins

of the process mining tool ProM support our methodology. Section 5 illustrates the case study. Section 6

discusses the results obtained and concludes the paper.

2. Motivation and Related Work

The gap between evidence-based guideline approaches and the actual execution of the guidelines is one

of the key concerns of healthcare management [12, 5, 13, 14]. This gap has been highlighted for fields,

such as dermatology [15], psychology [16], urology [17], etc. In [18], the authors investigate the reasons

why clinicians do not always implement the best evidence. Through structured interviews, they found that

personal experiences, backgrounds, relations with individual patients, logistic and practical aspects usually

influence clinical decisions: as consequence, the actual practice deviates from the prescriptions.

Sometimes, clinical decisions can also be influenced by the cost of a treatment and by the patients’

socioeconomic status [19]. Furthermore, as reported in [20], clinical guidelines may not adequately address

issues relevant to everyday’s patient care. For example, patients can exhibit allergies that do not allow for

the prescribed way of treating the pathology from which they are affected. Surgery, even if prescribed by

the clinical guidelines, can be sometimes critical for patients having coagulation defects, diabetes, or heart

problems. The coexistence of many pathologies can require further examinations or treatments not listed

by the guideline. Hence, the expected treatment can be delayed or even avoided in some cases. Therefore,

1http://www.win.tue.nl/declare/
2http://www.processmining.org
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in many circumstances this gap is patient-related, since the doctors have to deal with the particular patient

conditions which may require specific and exceptional treatments.

In addition, there are some deviations that can be attributed to the difficulties of translating research

findings into practice. As reported in [21], sometimes, patients cannot benefit of treatments of proven validity

because of the time needed to incorporate research results into practice. This is the case, for example, of

some experimental treatments tested in advanced medical centers responsible of the clinical trials execution.

Although in those centers the effectiveness of a particular treatment has been demonstrated, and it is well

recognized by the medical community, it requires time to transfer the adoption of the same technique to other

contexts, so that misalignments can exist in the treatment of the same pathology in different realities. To

alleviate this issue, the ‘Knowledge Translation’ approach [22] has been introduced. It has the specific aim

of translating scientific knowledge into practical guidelines in the healthcare sector. However, the knowledge

translation approach does not quantitatively investigate whether such guidelines, once formalized, are then

applied in the actual context. In this paper, we approach the issue by suggesting a novel methodology to

verify the correspondence of the guidelines statements to the reality and to highlight any possible deviations.

Indeed, if some deviations can positively affect the patient process care, others represent errors that can

compromise the patient recovery. Therefore, it is crucial to detect these deviations and to investigate the

corresponding reasons in order to assess which of them can be classified as positive - and therefore can be

taken into account to update the clinical guidelines statements - and which ones should be avoided and

corrected in the clinical practice. As reported in [23], safety can be improved by learning from incidents

and near misses. The need of monitoring the patient safety has becoming even more widespread in the

healthcare sector, both in order to protect patients from adverse events [24] and to avoid the related costs

in terms of money [25]. Moreover, one would like to learn from “positive deviants”. As shown in this paper,

process mining techniques can be used to address all these issues.

According to [16], our goal should be to address this gap with data rather then with debates or subjective

arguments. Chart abstractions, observational studies, chart audits, results of clinical trials, structured

interviews have proven to be useful instruments to investigate this gap in various clinical fields [15, 13, 26,

16, 3]. Furthermore, in [27], the authors highlight how the frequency and consequences of errors in medical

care can be reduced by monitoring the activities through Hospital Information Systems. In general, as

summarized by Lenz et al. [28], various studies have reported positive effects when using process-oriented IT

systems in healthcare to support and monitor the processes execution [29]. In addition, several case studies

have proven the usefulness of process mining in healthcare [8, 30, 31]. De Weerdt et al. [32] stressed the

importance of process mining to acquire knowledge about past clinical experiences in order to avoid medical

errors in the future. However, these techniques are based on ad hoc workflow models. In this paper we

propose a new approach in order to investigate how to deal with the turbulence in healthcare environments.

The approach is based on declarative process models. Conformance checking based on such models helps
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to pinpoint deviations and learn from them. Moreover, we show that our declarative models can be used

to better mediate between practice and guidelines. The resulting more balanced models can be used for

understanding deviations and analyzing performance.

3. Methodology

In this section, we describe a methodology for the analysis of medical treatment processes. In short,

we first create a reference model representing the expected behavior of the process. Then, we compare the

actual behavior of the process as recorded in a log with the expected one. The discrepancies can be used to

highlight errors in the process execution or to adapt expected model to better reflect the reality expressed

in the event log. The proposed methodology is outlined in Figure 1 and described below in detail.
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Figure 1: Methodology for the analysis of medical treatment processes.

3.1. Model Design Based on Clinical Guidelines

In the model design phase, a process model is created. The aim of this phase is to obtain a standard

representation of a medical treatment process as described by the corresponding clinical guidelines. Since

this representation is based on theoretical statements established by the scientific literature, we will refer

to it as de jure model. In recent years, many different approaches aiming at representing clinical guidelines

through formal models have been proposed, e.g., in the context of simulations for medical decision-support

systems [10, 33, 34]. One of the crucial points of these representations concerns how to deal with the

variability characterizing healthcare processes: as reported in [10] and motivated in Section 1, we use a

declarative process modeling language to represent healthcare processes based on guidelines statements.

As shown in Figure 1, the actual behavior of a medical treatment process can be analyzed using the

information recorded by process oriented IT Systems recently introduced in the healthcare sector [1]. These
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systems typically log the activities performed during the process execution in an event log. An event log

contains information about activities and cases (process instances); it can also contain time information

(timestamps) and indications about the actors involved in a specific case. Process mining techniques [7] use

event logs to investigate the actual behavior of a process. Model repair, conformance checking, performance

analysis and (unsupervised) process discovery, all belong to this family of techniques.

3.2. Model Repair and Cross Validation

Medical treatment processes have some basic characteristics (as stated in the clinical guidelines) but also

some characteristics that can differently be interpreted and handled according to the background and the

experience of the end-users as discussed in Section 2. The model repair phase aims at revising some aspects

of the de jure model based on information derived from the actual execution of the process as recorded in

the logs. Of course, these modifications must be justified from a medical point of view and still be consistent

with the intent of the guidelines. The model derived from the repair procedure, called de facto model,

represents how the process should be executed in the clinical practice, according to both the guideline and

everyday reality.

Once the de facto model has been created, conformance checking techniques [7] can be applied to measure

the adherence of future executions of the process with respect to this model. As shown in Figure 1 the event

data are split into a large training set for repairing the model and a smaller test set for validating the result.

The de facto model is confronted with process executions that have not been used for model repair.

3.3. Using the Model for Detecting Deviations

The declarative process model based on the guidelines and event data is subsequently used for contin-

uously monitoring deviations. Conformance checking techniques make it possible to detect violations in

the process executions. Starting from the identified violations, these techniques also define how the process

should be executed to perfectly fit the modeled behavior (using so-called trace alignments [35]). Confor-

mance checking can be applied both in offline and in online modality. The offline analysis is performed

post mortem for process instances that have completed. It is used to verify if cases comply with the de

facto model and to determine how processes can be improved. For example, whenever a clinical trial is

performed to test the effects of a particular medicine or treatment, the validation of the results requires to

check whether the rules provided for the experimentation have been respected. Online conformance checking

can be used during the execution of processes that need to be continuously monitored, like in the context

of critical care. For example, within an intensive care unit, the detection of deviations may be crucial to

allow for interventions when needed [36]. In this study, in particular, we focused on the offline analysis. The

methodology described in Figure 1 is supported by various ProM plug-ins as described in the next section.
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4. Operationalization

This section describes the tools that have been used to perform each phase of the methodology proposed

in Section 3. A combination of Declare3 and ProM 4 is used. Declare is used for the manipulation and

enactment for declarative process models. ProM is a “pluggable” open-source framework for process mining.

ProM can be used to discover declarative process models from event logs, check the conformance of such

models, and enhance declarative models.

4.1. Model Design

To perform the model design, we use Declare. Declare is an LTL-based declarative language [37, 38]

supported by a toolset that includes a designer, a workflow engine, a worklist handler, and various analysis

tools [39]. The designer can be used to support this study, since it allows us to obtain a formal representation

of clinical processes by designing the activities and the rules characterizing the process behavior.

Declare is based on an extensible set of templates, i.e., abstract entities defining parameterized classes of

rules specified through Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) with semantics based on finite traces5 and each one

equipped with its own graphical representation. Templates can be classified according to four groups: ex-

istence, relation, negative relation and choice. Existence templates involve only one activity and define the

allowed cardinality or position of an activity in a process instance. Relation/negative relation templates de-

fine a dependency/negative dependency between two activities. Choice templates define alternative relations

between activities. Constraints are concrete instantiations of templates and inherit the graphical represen-

tation and LTL semantics from the corresponding templates [37]. A Declare model is a set of constraints

that should hold in conjunction during the process execution.

Figure 2 shows an example of Declare model. The model describes a process for gastric cancer surgical

treatments. The first hospital admission requires the registration of the patient’s data when he/she is admit-

ted to the hospital. Usually, this activity precedes all diagnostic/therapeutic treatments. The preoperative

screening, according to the World Health Organization Guidelines for Safe Surgery, 6 is usually performed

before any surgical treatment in order to assess whether the patient’s conditions are good enough for the

surgery to be performed and to estimate potential risks. As far as the surgical technique is concerned, nowa-

days, the gastric resection for malignant diseases can be performed by using either a laparoscopic surgery or

a traditional open approach [40]. Furthermore, according to the clinical guidelines, in both cases a nursing

period is needed to monitor the patient after the operation.

3http://www.win.tue.nl/declare/
4http://www.promtools.org
5For compactness, we simply write LTL to refer to LTL on finite traces.
6http://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/10665/44185/1/9789241598552_eng.pdf
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Figure 2: An example of a Declare model modeling the surgical treatment of gastric cancer.

The Declare model for this process involves five activities: First Hospital Admission, Preoperative Screen-

ing, Open Gastrectomy, Laparoscopic Gastrectomy and Nursing, and seven constraints: three derived from

the precedence template, one from the not succession template, one from the exclusive choice template and

two from the response template.

A precedence constraint between two activities A and B indicates that B can only be executed after

that A has been executed at least once. In the model shown in Figure 2, a precedence constraint is used

to indicate that activity Preoperative Screening can be executed only after that First Hospital Admission

has occurred before. Also, precedence constraints are used to specify that the surgical treatment, either

performed by using the open or the laparoscopic technique, can occur only if the Preoperative Screening has

been performed before.

A not succession constraint between two activities A and B indicates that whenever A occurs, B cannot

follow. In the model shown in Figure 2, a not succession constraint specifies that after Preoperative Screening,

First Hospital Admission cannot occur again, since the patient has already been registered through a univocal

ID.

An exclusive choice constraint between two activities A and B indicates that one of them must be ex-

ecuted, but not both. In the model shown in Figure 2, an exclusive choice constraint indicates that the

surgical intervention can be executed either by using the Laparoscopic Gastrectomy or the Open Gastrec-

tomy; these techniques cannot be both applied to the same patient (unless emergent conditions require the

conversion from the laparoscopic to the open approach [40]).

A response constraint between two activities A and B states that B has to be executed at least once after

that A has been executed. In the model shown in Figure 2, response constraints are used to indicate that

both activities Laparoscopic Gastrectomy and Open Gastrectomy must be followed by a Nursing period.

Referring to the example above, Table 1 shows the semantics for each constraint involved in the model.

Each constraint is defined in terms of an LTL formula (here, First Hospital Admission is indicated as FHA,

Preoperative Screening as PS, Laparoscopic Gastrectomy as LG, Open Gastrectomy as OG, Nursing as N).

�(LG ⇒ ♦N) is the LTL constraint stating that every occurrence of LG should eventually be followed by
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Table 1: Semantics of the Declare constraints from Figure 2 and their “activating” activities (� means “always”, ♦ means

“eventually”, X t Y means “X should hold until Y ” (strong until).

Constraint LTL semantics Activation

response(LG,N) �(LG ⇒ ♦N) LG

response(OG,N) �(OG ⇒ ♦N) OG

precedence(FHA,PS) (¬PS t FHA) ∨ �(¬PS) PS

precedence(PS,LG) (¬LG t PS) ∨ �(¬LG) LG

precedence(PS,OG) (¬OG t PS) ∨ �(¬OG) OG

not succession(FHA,PS) �(FHA ⇒ ¬(♦PS)) FHA, PS

N . (¬PS t FHA) ∨�(¬PS) models that PS should be preceded by FHA. �(FHA⇒ ¬(♦PS)) specifies

that FHA cannot be eventually followed by PS.

Table 1 also shows the activities activating a constraint. Note that, for example, a response constraint

between two activities X and Y is satisfied in a trivial way in a process instance if X never occurs. In

this case, we say that the constraint is vacuously satisfied [41]. In [42], the authors introduce the notion of

behavioral vacuity detection according to which a constraint is non-vacuously satisfied in a process instance

when it is activated in that process instance. An activation of a constraint in a process instance is an event

whose occurrence imposes, because of that constraint, some obligations on other events in the same process

instance. For example, if we consider the model shown in Figure 2, the occurrence of activity Laparoscopic

Gastrectomy is an activation for the response between Laparoscopic Gastrectomy and Nursing, because the

execution of Laparoscopic Gastrectomy forces Nursing to be also executed eventually. An activation of a

constraint can be a fulfillment or a violation for that constraint. For example, the execution of Laparoscopic

Gastrectomy is a fulfillment for the response between Laparoscopic Gastrectomy and Nursing if Laparoscopic

Gastrectomy is followed by Nursing. The execution of Laparoscopic Gastrectomy is a violation for the

response between Laparoscopic Gastrectomy and Nursing if Laparoscopic Gastrectomy is not followed by

Nursing. Table 1 also shows activities that activate each constraint listed in the table. The example

presented in Figure 2 shows that, using Declare, it is possible to design formal models that are easily

understandable due to its simple graphical representation. Moreover, since Declare models are based on

formal LTL semantics, they are verifiable and executable [37].

If events referring to activity executions are stored in an event log, it is possible to apply process mining

techniques [7] for further analysis on the process. Table 2 shows an example of event log related to the

surgical treatment of gastric cancer. Each line refers to the occurrence of an event with a unique id, a

corresponding activity, a resource, a cost, and a timestamp. Events are grouped per process instance, where

each instance represents an individual patient. An event log can be used to apply three types process mining

techniques like process discovery, model repair and conformance checking. Each one of these techniques is

supported by a ProM plug-in as shown below.
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Table 2: Fragment of event log including for each case: case ID, event ID, timestamp, activity, resource, cost.

Case

ID
Event ID Timestamp Activity Resource Cost

1 7785621 30-11-2011:08.27 First Hospital Admission Carol 90

1 7785624 2-12-2011:13.24 Preoperative Screening Susanne 350

1 7785625 4-12-2011:8.30 Laparoscopic Gastrectomy Andrew 500

1 7785631 4-12-2011:13.30 Nursing Paul 250

2 7785631 1-12-2011:11.00 Preoperative Screening Giuseppe 350

2 7785634 2-12-2011:15.28 Laparoscopic Gastrectomy Simon 500

2 7785638 2-12-2011:16.35 Nursing Clare 250

2 7785640 3-12-2011:13.00 Laparoscopic Gastrectomy Paul 500

2 7785641 3-12-2011:15.00 Nursing Andrew 250

2 7785661 4-12-2011:9.00 First Hospital Admission Victor 90

3 7785654 7-12-2011:10.00 First Hospital Admission Jane 90

3 7785624 8-12-2011:13.24 Laparoscopic Gastrectomy Giulia 500

3 7785625 9-12-2011:16.35 Nursing Paul 250

4 7785640 6-12-2011:14.00 First Hospital Admission Gianluca 90

4 7785667 8-12-2011:13.24 Preoperative Screening Robert 350

4 7785671 10-12-2011:16.35 Preoperative Screening Giuseppe 350

4 7785685 13-12-2011:11.00 Laparoscopic Gastrectomy Simon 500

4 7785698 13-12-2011:16.00 First Hospital Admission Jane 90

5 7785701 7-12-2011:15.00 First Hospital Admission Carol 90

5 7785711 9-12-2011:7.30 Preoperative Screening Susanne 350

5 7785723 13-12-2011:11.00 Laparoscopic Gastrectomy Simon 500

5 7785728 13-12-2011:13.50 Nursing Clare 250

5 7785732 13-12-2011:19.50 Nursing Vivianne 250

6 7785701 7-12-2011:15.00 First Hospital Admission Gianluca 90

6 7785711 9-12-2011:7.30 Preoperative Screening Susanne 350

6 7785723 13-12-2011:11.00 Laparoscopic Gastrectomy Andrew 500

7 7785744 11-12-2011:7.00 First Hospital Admission Jane 90

7 7785754 12-12-2011:9.30 Preoperative Screening Susanne 350

7 7785757 13-12-2011:16.00 Laparoscopic Gastrectomy Andrew 500

7 7785761 13-12-2011:18.50 Nursing Vivianne 250

7 7785763 14-12-2011:8.30 Laparoscopic Gastrectomy Gabriel 500

8 7785765 11-12-2011:7.00 Preoperative Screening Gianluca 350

8 7785766 12-12-2011:9.00 Preoperative Screening Susanne 350

8 7785768 13-12-2011:7.40 Preoperative Screening Gianluca 350

8 7785771 14-12-2011:9.30 Laparoscopic Gastrectomy Giulia 500

8 7785777 14-12-2011:16.00 Nursing Viviana 250

9 7785785 16-12-2011:12.00 Preoperative Screening Robert 350

9 7785795 17-12-2011:9.00 Preoperative Screening Susanne 350

9 7785797 19-12-2011:9.30 Laparoscopic Gastrectomy Andrew 500

9 7785891 19-12-2011:18.50 First Hospital Admission Carol 90

9 7785893 20-12-2011:18.00 Nursing Paul 250

10 7786185 19-12-2011:13.00 First Hospital Admission Jane 90

10 7786189 20-12-2011:9.30 Preoperative Screening Robert 350

10 7786193 22-12-2011:8.50 Laparoscopic Gastrectomy Andrew 500

10 7786198 22-12-2011:10.30 Nursing Clare 250

10 7786223 23-12-2011:14.30 Nursing Vivian 250

4.2. Model Repair

In the model repair phase the de jure model is adjusted and repaired based on the information extracted

from an event log. The result is a de facto model, which represents, in fact, how the process should be

executed in the daily clinical practice. To repair the model, the Declare Miner plug-in in ProM can be used.

It takes as input a Declare model and an event log and produces a new Declare model that better reflects

how the process is executed in the reality [7]. Model repair can be performed through the Declare Miner.
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Three possible modalities can be used to repair the model using event data:

1. The first modality generates a Declare model that includes constraints defined starting from only those

templates that have been used in the input Declare model but over all the activities contained in the

event log.

2. The second modality generates a Declare model that includes constraints defined starting from only

those templates and activities that have been used in the input Declare model.

3. The third modality replaces a constraint in the input Declare model with a stronger constraint if

this constraint holds in the event log (for example, a response constraint between A and B could be

replaced by a chain response constraint indicating that B must immediately follow A).

Figure 3: Surgical treatment of gastric cancer: repaired model.

A minimum support can be specified as input of the repair algorithm [43]. Through this parameter, it

is possible to leave out those constraints that are rarely activated in the log (i.e., constraints with a low

support). Using different combinations of configuration options, the input Declare model can be modified by

removing or changing existing constraints or adding new constraints, so that several variants of the original

model can be generated. To select the most appropriate one, doctors as expert in the specific field should

be consulted.

Consider the Declare model shown in Figure 2 and the event log in Table 2. The Declare model shows that,

according to the clinical guidelines, only one of activities Laparoscopic Gastrectomy and Open Gastrectomy

should be applied for each patient. However, in the event log in Table 2, we can observe that Open

Gastrectomy is never executed. Therefore, the model repair algorithm would generate a new Declare model

in which activity Open Gastrectomy and all the constraints connected to it are removed, as shown in Figure 3.

Indeed, these constraints are trivially satisfied, i.e., they are never really activated being the frequency of

open gastrectomy equal to zero. This result could be justified with the fact that, due to the specific clinical

environment (e.g., doctors’ expertise, type of patients treated, medical instruments available), the doctors

prefer to apply the laparoscopic approach. Note that, if in a different department the open technique is

preferred, the same Declare model would be repaired by removing activity Laparoscopic Gastrectomy. These

differences are related to particular aspects of the real clinical environment and can be included in the de
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facto models, since they do not violate the clinical guidelines. The de facto models can be used to perform

further investigations through other process mining techniques as described below.

4.3. Conformance Checking

Once the de facto model has been identified, conformance checking techniques [7] can be applied to

investigate the deviations between the modeled behavior and the process execution [44]. Conformance

checking can be applied both in an offline mode (i.e., when the process has been terminated) and in an

online mode (i.e., when the process is still running). In this paper, we focus on the offline analysis of

constraints. Two ProM plug-ins, the Declare Analyzer and the Declare Checker, provide concrete tool

support for offline conformance checking.

The Declare Analyzer takes a Declare model and an event log as input and pinpoints the deviations

between the actual behavior as recorded in the event log, and the admissible one as described in the Declare

model. In particular, it shows activations, fulfillments and violations of each constraint involved in the

model. Note that when a process instance is compliant with respect to a constraint, every activation of that

Figure 4: Surgical treatment of gastric cancer: the response constraint between Laparoscopic Gastrectomy and Nursing is

fulfilled twice for case 2.

Figure 5: Surgical treatment of gastric cancer: the response constraint between Laparoscopic Gastrectomy and Nursing is

fulfilled once for case 1.
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Figure 6: Surgical treatment of gastric cancer: the response constraint between Laparoscopic Gastrectomy and Nursing is

violated for case 7.

constraint leads to a fulfillment. Consider the model shown in Figure 2 and the event log in Table 2. In

case 2 of the event log, the response constraint between Laparoscopic Gastrectomy and Nursing is activated

and fulfilled twice (see Figure 4), whereas, in case 1, the same constraint is activated and fulfilled only once

(see Figure 5). When a process instance is non-compliant with respect to a constraint, an activation of a

constraint can lead to a fulfillment but also to a violation (and at least one activation leads to a violation).

See, for example, the response constraint between Laparoscopic Gastrectomy and Nursing in the model in

Figure 2 and case 7 in the event log in Table 2 (Figure 6). In this case, the constraint is activated twice,

but the first activation leads to a fulfillment (eventually Nursing occurs) and the second activation leads to

a violation (Nursing does not occur eventually). Another example of violation can be found in the event

log if we consider the precedence constraint between First Hospital Admission and Preoperative Screening.

Indeed, for cases 2, 8, and 9 we can find respectively one, three and two violations of this precedence

constraint.

Since each process instance is referred to an individual patient treatment process, using the information

provided by the Declare Analyzer at the case level, it is possible to investigate the deviations based on the

characteristic of the specific patient. For example, when First Hospital Admission is missing in a process

instance, it is possible that the patient has already been registered in a different department of the same

hospital for a different pathology. For each constraint in the de facto model, the Declare Analyzer also

provides the total number of fulfillments and violations on the entire log. In the considered event log, for

example, for the response constraint between Laparoscopic Gastrectomy and Nursing, there are 9 fulfillments

and 3 violations.

As already mentioned, the conformance of an event log with respect to a de facto model can also be

checked using the Declare Checker. In particular, the Declare Checker estimates the fitness [7] between the

model and the log, and, also, shows how non-compliant process instances should be modified to be aligned
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with the desired behavior, leading to the identification of reparative actions.

The Declare Checker is composed of two different plug-ins: the Declare Replayer and the Declare Diag-

noser. The Declare Replayer takes as input a Declare model and an event log and measures for each process

instance in the log the fitness of the process instance with respect to the model in a range from 0 (worst

fitness) to 1 (best fitness) [35, 44]. If, for some process instance, the corresponding fitness value is less than

1, an alignment between the process instance and the model is created to show how the process instance

should be modified to perfectly fit the model. To establish an alignment between a process model and an

event log we need to relate “moves” in the log to “moves” in the model. In case of deviations, there are

moves in the log cannot be mimicked by the model or vice versa. We explicitly denote a “no move” by �.

Consider, for example, case 9 of the event log in Table 2 and the model in Figure 2. To align this process

instance with the model, activity First Hospital Admission should be moved to the first position. Table 3

shows the alignment. The first line denotes a move on model only (see�) due to the missing First Hospital

Admission event before Preoperative Screening. The fifth line denotes a move on log only: the � symbol

in the last column shows that First Hospital Admission cannot follow Preoperative Screening.

Starting from the results derived from the Declare Replayer, the Declare Diagnoser generates a map to

give a helicopter view of the discrepancies between the log and the model. In particular, constraints and

activities in the reference Declare model are annotated with numbers (ranging from 0 to 1) representing

their degree of conformance [44]. The degree of conformance of an activity in the model is an indication

of the number of times the activity has been removed or added to compute the alignments between all the

process instances in the log and the reference model [35]. The degree of conformance of a constraint in the

model is an indication of the number of times the constraint has been violated in the event log. In the map,

activities and constrains of the reference model are colored with colors ranging from red to green to indicate

a degree of conformance varying from 0 (red) to 1 (green).

5. Case Study

In this section, we describe the outcomes of a case study in order to demonstrate the applicability of

our approach in practice. In particular, we apply our methodology for processes handled in the urology

Table 3: Example of a trace alignment: There is one move on model and one move on log due to the wrong position of the

First Hospital Admission event in case 9.

Case

ID
Event ID Timestamp Activity in Log Activity in Model

9 - - � First Hospital Admission

9 7785785 16-12-2011:12.00 Preoperative Screening Preoperative Screening

9 7785795 17-12-2011:9.00 Preoperative Screening Preoperative Screening

9 7785797 19-12-2011:9.30 Laparoscopic Gastrectomy Laparoscopic Gastrectomy

9 7785891 19-12-2011:18.50 First Hospital Admission �

9 7785893 20-12-2011:18.00 Nursing Nursing
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department of the Isala hospital. The Isala hospital consists of multiple clinics and is the largest top-clinical

hospital in the Netherlands. Isala aims at providing efficient and safe care to their patients. Therefore,

they are looking for innovative ways to analyze and improve their care processes. Within Isala, the urology

department is involved with diagnosing and treating patients suffering from illnesses on the male and female

urinary tract, and on the male reproductive system. We have applied our methodology to the process for

diagnosis and treatment of a particular urogenital disease: the cryptorchidism.

The first step of our study focused on the case study investigation, in order to find the information

required to perform the model design. We carried out a literature analysis aimed at finding the main

scientific evidences about the process: we examined some of the main articles related to the topic stored

in the Database PubMed 7, as [45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52] and also the Guidelines of the European

Association of Urology (EAU).8 Based on this information, we designed the corresponding Declare model.

Then, we performed conformance checking in offline mode –as described in the previous section, through

the Declare Analyzer and the Declare Checker plug-ins in ProM– to verify how the de jure model based on

the literature instructions complies with the actual execution of the process. Information about the actual

execution of the process came from event logs registered in the urology department of the Isala hospital.

We performed the model repair by using the Declare Miner plug-in in ProM. Using the repaired the model,

we applied again the conformance checking to verify whether the repaired model has a better fitness with

respect to the log. The steps of the study and the results obtained are described in the following subsections.

5.1. Case Study Investigation

Cryptorchidism is the absence of one or both testis in the scrotum caused by a deficient or irregular

testicular descent; it is one of the most common disorders of childhood, affecting 0.8 – 1.8 percent of infants

at 1 year of age, 3 percent of full-term newborns, and 21 percent of premature babies [45]. It has been assessed

that it can also lead to an increasing risk of infertility and cancer [46]. Thus, early diagnosis and treatment

of undescended testis are needed to preserve fertility and to prevent testicular malignancy. According to

the European guidelines, although 15 – 20 of retained testes descend during hormonal treatment, the intake

of such substances may be harmful to future spermatogenesis by increasing the apoptosis of germ cells; it

was also assessed that the descended testes, when pharmacologically treated, often reascend later. Thus,

the hormonal treatment is no longer recommended.

On the other hand, the success rate of surgical treatment for undescended testes, named ’Orchidopexy’

is 70 – 90 percent [47]. Also Gapany et Al. [50] state that the surgery is the cornerstone of treatment. To

surgically treat the cryptorchidism, either the open or the laparoscopic approach can be applied, even if it

7http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed
8http://www.urology-textbook.com
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is still open the debate related to which one of them should be preferred [48]. The laparoscopic approach is

more used because, according to Gapany et al. [50], to date, no imaging technique for non-palpable testes

has proven to be superior to laparoscopy, which allows both the diagnosis and the surgical treatment if

there is a pathology affecting testes. Whenever the operation cannot be completed through the laparoscopic

approach, a switching to the open technique can be applied. This decision can be made by surgeons either

before or during the actual operation, in those cases in which it is retained opportune for patients safety, for

example in case of inability to visualize structures [53, 54]. Generally, as reported in the guidelines, a staged

orchidopexy (Fowler-Stephenson) procedure can be performed, using the open surgery, or the mini-invasive

approach as laparoscopy or microsurgery. A biopsy at the time of orchidopexy can be performed to reveal

intratubular germ cell neoplasia of unclassified type, which can be removed thereby preventing development

of a malignant tumor. 9

An association between cryptorchidism and testis cancer has been known for more than one century [55].

As reported by [52] and [51], when unilateral cryptorchidism with postpubertal male is identified through

diagnostic procedures, the orchiectomy – a surgical procedure to remove a testicle and the full spermatic

cord through an incision in the lower lateral abdomen – should be performed instead of the orchidopexy.

5.2. Declare Model Design

The model of the process has been designed through the Declare Designer, mentioned in Section 4.

Information derived from the European guidelines and from some scientific articles found in PubMed [45,

46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52], has been used to define activities and constraints characterizing the process. It

has been payed attention on considering, among the activities characterizing the process, only those that

appeared at least once in the event log extracted from the information system of the urology department of

the Isala hospital in Zwolle. The model is shown in Figure 7.

The model is composed of 10 activities and 13 constraints using 4 different templates. The LTL semantics

of some Declare templates have been provided in Section 4. Hereby, the particular meaning of each constraint

in the context of the process of interest will be illustrated.

• Precedence between Radiological Examination and First Hospital Admission and between Lab Tests

and First Hospital Admission: the hospital admission should be usually preceded by the examinations

required to assess the presence of the pathology. Among these, radiological examination and lab tests

are the most common ones needed for cryptorchidism.

• Precedence between First Hospital Admission and Preoperative Screening: to undergo the preoperative

screening, the patient must be first admitted to the hospital.

9http://www.uroweb.org/fileadmin/guidelines/EAU_GO_Manual_November_28th_2012.pdf
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Figure 7: The cryptorchidism treatment according to scientific literature: representation through a Declare model.

• Precedence between Preoperative Screening and Open Surgery, Preoperative Screening and Orchi-

dopexy, Preoperative Screening and Inguinal Hernia Treatment: according to the World Health Or-

ganization clinical guidelines for surgery, every surgical treatment cannot be executed without pre-

liminary examinations required in order to prevent risks for patients. It is important to outline that,

according to the Isala Hospital denomination of the activities, the word orchidopexy is refer to the

testes treatment carried out through the laparoscopic approach, while the open surgery indicates those

treatments performed through the open one.

• Response between Orchidopexy and Nursing, Inguinal Hernia Treatment and Nursing and between

Open Surgery and Nursing: according to the World Health Organization Guidelines mentioned above,

a nursing period must follow every surgical treatment, in order to monitor the patient conditions after

the operation.

• Responded Existence between Histologic Examination and Orchidopexy: according to the European

Guidelines of Urology, 10 the biopsy with the histologic examination can be performed when the

orchidopexy is performed whenever it is retained recommendable to analyze the nature of the tissue.

Therefore, if the histologic examination occurs, the orchidopexy should occur as well in the process

execution.

• Succession between Nursing and Follow Up: after the nursing period, patients must undergo the follow

up check in order to define whether the treatment has been effective and the patient can be discharged,

10http://www.uroweb.org/fileadmin/guidelines/EAU_GO_Manual_November_28th_2012.pdf
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or further examinations and interventions are required. Also, the follow up is usually preceded by a

nursing period.

• Responded Existence between Inguinal Hernia Treatment and Orchidopexy: according to the European

Guidelines of Urology, the inguinal hernia treatment can be performed at the time of the orchidopexy;

therefore, if the inguinal hernia treatment is performed, the orchidopexy is also performed.

• Exclusive Choice between Orchidopexy and Open Surgery: as explained above, to surgically treat the

cryptorchidism, it is possible to choose either the open or the laparoscopic approach, but not both

[48].

5.3. Conformance Checking (First Iteration)

Once the de jure model has been designed based on the information derived from the scientific literature,

conformance checking has been applied in order to measure the adherence of such model with the actual

behavior of the process. To do so, part of event log was extracted from the information system of the Isala

Hospital (the training set mentioned in Figure 1). The selected event log was analyzed in conjunction with

the Declare model. For this we used the Declare Checker and the Declare Analyzer plug-ins of ProM (see

Section 4). The results obtained with the Declare Replayer and the Declare Diagnoser are shown in Figures 8

and 9.

Figure 8: Conformance checking between the de jure model and a fragment of event log: the Declare Replayer.

As shown in Figure 8, the average fitness between the de jure model and the actual behavior of the

process is approx. 0.831. Figure 9 shows that the most severe conformance problems between the theoretical

model and actual practice are related to the diagnostic activities preceding the first hospital admission. This
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Figure 9: Conformance checking between the de jure model and a fragment of event log: the Declare Diagnoser.

can be explained by considering that patients can undergo diagnostic examinations outside the hospital and

then they can be admitted to the hospital if these examinations highlight pathologies as cryptorchidism that

may require surgical treatments. A low degree of conformance is also observed with reference to the open

surgery that is performed only four times in the entire event log.

Through the Declare Analyzer plug-in it has been possible to gather a global overview about fulfillments,

violations and conflicts for each constraint in the model. The results are outlined in Table 4 (here, First Hos-

pital Admission is indicated as FHA, Preoperative Screening as PS, Laparoscopic Gastrectomy as LG, Open

Gastrectomy as OG, Nursing as N, Orchidopexy as OR, Inguinal Hernia Treatment as IHT, Radiological

Examination as RE, Lab Tests as LB, Follow Up as FU).

The Declare Analyzer confirmed that, in most of cases, the First Hospital Admission is not preceded

by Lab Tests and Radiological Examinations (a screenshot of the Declare Analyzer showing this violation

in one of the traces in the log is shown in Figure 8. Indeed, when patients have already undergone the

exams required for the diagnosis - and the surgical treatment has been recommended from the doctor -

the repetition of the diagnostic examination is not required at the time of the admission to the Hospital.

Therefore, in these cases, the process starts with the First Hospital Admission, and the Lab Tests and

Radiological Examination are not present. It is also interesting to observe that there are some traces in

which the precedence between First Hospital Admission and Preoperative Screening is not respected. To

investigate this anomaly, the doctors of the Isala Hospital were consulted. The case IDs (i.e., the patients)

for which such violations were observed were discussed. According to the doctors, the observed violations

correspond to patients admitted to different departments of the hospital and then transferred to the urology

department because urinary pathologies such as cryptorchidism were suspected. The same considerations

hold for the cases in which the precedence between Preoperative Screening and Orchidopexy is violated. It
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Table 4: The cryptorchidism treatment: conformance checking between the de jure model and the event log through the Declare

Analyzer.

Constraint Activations Violations Fulfillments

Precedence [PS - OR] 197 7 190

Precedence [PS - OS] 4 0 4

Precedence [PS - IHT] 7 0 7

Precedence [RE - FHA] 172 162 10

Precedence [FHA - PS] 264 86 178

Precedence [LT - FHA] 172 168 4

Responded Existence [HE, OR] 3 2 1

Responded Existence [IHT, OR] 7 6 1

Exclusive Choice [OR-OS] 201 0 201

Succession [N-FU] 667 150 517

Response [OS-N] 4 0 4

Response [OR-N] 197 9 188

Response [IHT-N] 7 1 6

Figure 10: Conformance checking between the de jure model and a fragment of event log: the Declare Analyzer.

is indeed possible that patients have already undergone different surgical treatments in other departments of

the hospital and the data of the preoperative examinations were transferred to the urology department. In

these cases, the orchidopexy was directly performed, without repeating the exams. Patients can move from

one department to another of the hospital. This also explains the violations of the succession constraint

between nursing and follow up and between orchidopexy and nursing, since, after the treatment within the

urology department, patients can be moved to other departments if other pathologies arise, and monitored
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there. The obtained results also show that the responded existence between Orchidopexy and Inguinal

Hernia Treatment is violated in some cases. This can be explained by considering that, based to the clinical

guidelines, the inguinal hernia treatment can be performed at the time of the orchidopexy. 11 According to

the doctors there are cases in which inguinal hernia treatment is performed either in association with other

treatments or alone, without performing an orchidopexy.

5.4. Model Repair

In order to obtain a model that takes into account also the actual aspects of the process execution, the

de jure Declare model has been matched with the event log through the function Repair a Declare Model of

the Declare Miner plug-in in ProM, described in Section 4. Different combinations of configuration options

have been set to generate different models. All these models have been shown to the doctors in order to

choose the one that better reflects the cryptorchidism treatment process in the Isala Hospital. The chosen

repaired model is shown in Figure 11.

By comparing this model with the original one, important insights can be derived. First, the repaired

model does not show the diagnostic activities performed before the First Hospital Admission, i.e., Lab Tests

and Radiological Examination. This can be explained by considering that, as already mentioned before,

there are several cases in which the patients undergo diagnostic examinations outside the hospital: therefore,

if the diagnosis is established, it is not mandatory to repeat the examinations when the patients are admitted

to the hospital, and they are directly prepared for surgical treatments.

Moreover, the precedence constraint indicating that Preoperative Screening must be preceded by First

Hospital Admission, is removed. This can be due to the fact that, when patients are admitted to different

departments of the hospital, and then moved to the urology department for the testis treatment, they undergo

directly the screening for the surgical treatment, without a new registration. However, the precedence is

replaced by a response. This indicates that in the actual process, if the First Hospital Admission occurs,

the preoperative screening must happen afterwards.

For what concerns the surgical activities, the responded existence between Inguinal Hernia Treatment

and Orchidopexy is removed. This can be justified by considering that hernia treatment can either be

performed in the actual practice or not according to the specificity of the cases treated. Such a situation

represents a typical example of those aspects of the clinical guidelines that are strongly dependent on the

specific cases to be treated: in the considered event log, indeed, it is possible that most of the patients were

not affected from inguinal hernia, so that the treatment was not performed. The same considerations hold

for activity Histologic Examination, removed in the repaired model.

Since the Open Surgery is performed only in three traces in the event log, it does not appear in the

repaired model. This is in accordance to [50], in which it is stated that the laparoscopic approach represents

11http://www.uroweb.org/fileadmin/guidelines/EAU_GO_Manual_November_28th_2012.pdf
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Figure 11: The cryptorchidism treatment: the repaired model.

the best method to treat cryptorchidism, since, with this approach, the zone to be treated becomes more

visible; in addition, nowadays, the mini-invasive approaches are likely to replace the traditional open surgery

in several medical sectors. Nonetheless, there are still particular cases, less frequent, in which sometime the

open approach may be preferred, or switching from the laparoscopy to the open surgery becomes necessary

[53].

In the repaired model it is also shown that the precedence relation between Preoperative Screening and

Orchidopexy is respected, in line with the clinical guidelines statements. There is also a response that has

been added between them, indicating that usually, if preoperative screening is carried out, the orchidopexy

occurs afterwards. Furthermore, the response relation between Orchidopexy and Nursing appears to be

reinforced in the actual practice: in the repaired model, indeed, it is replaced by a succession constraint,

which indicates that not only after the surgery the nursing must be provided, as stated by the clinical

guidelines, but also that in the actual process Nursing is always preceded by Orchidopexy. Finally, a

response constraint between Nursing and Follow Up is shown instead of succession: it indicates that after

the nursing period, the follow up is needed for patients, but it is not mandatory that the nursing occurs

before the follow up. A responded existence links Follow Up to Orchidopexy, meaning that, in the actual

process, if Follow Up occurs, Orchidopexy occurs as well.

5.5. Conformance Checking (Second Iteration)

In this step of the study, the repaired model has been matched with the actual process by applying

conformance checking between this (de facto) model and the event log, with the aim of verifying whether it

really better fits the reality with respect to the de jure model. As shown in Figure 12, the Declare Replayer

indicates a fitness value between the repaired and the actual model of 0.884, which is higher, as expected,

than the one obtained by applying conformance checking between the de jure model and the event log.
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Figure 12: The cryptorchidism treatment: conformance checking between the repaired model and the event log (Declare

Replayer).

Figure 13: The cryptorchidism treatment: conformance checking between the repaired model and the event log (Declare

Diagnoser).

The results returned by the Declare Diagnoser are shown in Figure 13. It is possible to notice that

all the activities are represented in green, indicating a good degree of conformance. The results obtained

with the Declare Analyzer are represented in Table 5 (here, First Hospital Admission is indicated as FHA,

Preoperative Screening as PS, Laparoscopic Gastrectomy as LG, Open Gastrectomy as OG, Nursing as N,

Orchidopexy as OR, Follow Up as FU). It is interesting to notice that there are 14 cases in which Nursing

is not followed by Follow Up and 43 cases in which the succession between Orchidopexy and Nursing is

violated. According to the doctors’ opinion, these violations are due to the fact that there are cases in

which, after the testis treatment, patients are moved to different departments. The same consideration

holds for the precedence between Preoperative Screening and Orchidopexy, which was violated in 7 cases.
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There are also cases in which the responded existence between Follow Up and Orchidopexy is not respected,

indicating that Follow up is performed whereas Orchidopexy is not. Examples of violations detected from

the Declare Analyzer are shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14: Conformance checking between the repaired model and a fragment of event log: the Declare Analyzer.

Table 5: The cryptorchidism treatment: conformance checking between the repaired and the event log through the Declare

Analyzer.

Constraint Activations Violations Fulfillments

Succession [OR-N] 446 43 403

Precedence [PS - N] 513 48 465

Responded Existence [FU - OR] 418 80 338

Response [PS - OR] 264 58 206

Response [FHA - PS] 172 16 156

Precedence [PS - OR] 197 7 190

Response [N - FU] 249 14 235

In summary, the obtained results allow us to demonstrate that through the repair procedure, it is possible

to obtain a model of the clinical process of interest that takes into account not only the guidelines statements,

but also the actual process execution. Conformance checking, indeed, shows that the repaired model better

complies with the actual process.

6. Conclusion

In this paper we presented a novel methodology to analyze medical treatment processes thereby mediating

between guidelines and reality. The methodology aims at:
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1. discovering and pinpointing the deviations between the de jure model, i.e., the model that complies

with existing medical protocols, and the actual behavior as observed in the event log extracted from

the hospital’s system, and

2. creating a de facto model, i.e., the model that represent the right compromise between the de jure

model and what practically observed.

The methodology is made possible by recent developments in process mining. Process mining is gaining

more and more interest since companies and institutions are interested to improve the processes that they

are executing. Of course, hospitals also share the same interests since they want to treat patients efficiently

while making them satisfied.

The difference between health-care processes and more business-oriented processes is related to the fact

that the former are characterized by being much more dynamic and turbulent. Often, similar patients need

to be treated quite differently, and variability is the norm. Traditionally, process mining relies on the fact

that models are modeled with procedural languages, such as BPMN. Procedural languages are very good

when the process instances tends to be repetitive, whereas they fail miserably when processes exhibit a

high degree of flexibility. As such, existing process-mining methodologies have problems when applied in

the context of health-care processes, as discussed in Section 2. Our methodology is based on a declarative

language, namely Declare, where models are simply sets of constraints. As discussed, this guarantees a

higher degree of flexibility when defining the prescribed process’ behavior in a procedural way.

As reported on in Section 5, the methodology has been validated through a real health-care case study

in the Isala hospital. The results have shown to be quite insightful, thus being helpful for the process

analysts to improve how patients are treated. We provided a way to measure the adherence of the actual

process to the guidelines statements and propose a solution to improve it, by suggesting a model that could

be the right compromise between theory and practice. In particular, we addressed this aspect by creating

models in which both the de jure knowledge and the practice-based evidence (i.e., event logs) are taken into

account in the clinical process design. To this aim, repair techniques have been developed to match the

modeled behavior with logs in order to include in the model design also behaviors that are not mentioned

in the guidelines but that are still allowed in practice. A typical example is related to the possibility to

prescribe biopsy or not whenever the surgical treatment for the cryptorchidism is performed [46]. The

clinical guidelines indeed state that a biopsy at the time of orchidopexy can reveal intratubular germ cell

neoplasia of an unclassified type, which can be removed thus preventing the development of a malignant

tumor.12 Surgeons, therefore, can decide to either require or not the biopsy based on what they observe

during the operation. The same considerations hold for surgical hernia treatment. The clinical guidelines

state that hernia treatment “can” be performed at the time of orchidopexy. This means that surgeons can as

12http://www.uroweb.org/fileadmin/guidelines/EAU_GO_Manual_November_28th_2012.pdf
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well postpone this treatment based on the patient conditions. Based on the most frequent actual executions

of the process, model repair helps to decide on the required trade-off. After the model repair, all deviations

detected through the conformance checking can be monitored systematically without many “false alarms”

due to contract between clinical practice and guidelines.

The interaction with doctors and nurses also provided valuable input for future work. Doctors, nurses

and process analysts are familiar with procedural modeling languages, even though these models tend to

be large and barely readable. In the case study, we had to make the stakeholders acquainted with Declare.

Although Declare has a simple graphical notation and succinct semantics, quite some time is required to

fully grasp the notation. Therefore, it is good to investigate how to tailor the notation to the domain.

The main input for our methodology is an event log that records the executions of process instances.

Healthcare information systems are typically poorly integrated: many systems coexist within the same hos-

pital, thus returning different event logs that cannot be easily merged and that often contain inconsistencies.

As future work, we aim to come up with a technique to merge several event logs, containing inconsistencies.

Some genetic approaches exist, such as [56], but they seem to not properly scale with logs of increasing size.

Finally, we aim to apply the same technique in additional case studies in other hospitals.
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